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Abstract. Shanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base was the earliest founded border base in Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia border areas of the northwest region, which was the outcome of elder revolutionary representatives as Liu Zhidan, Xi Zhongxun and Xie Zichang and other communists to carry out the armed-separatist. The establishment and development of Shannxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base not only opened up a new situation in the Northwest revolutionary struggle, but also founded a solid foundation for the Northwest revolutionary base, which had the epoch-making historical significance in the revolutionary history of northwest and even the whole Chinese revolutionary history.

Introduction
Shanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base was founded in the Agrarian Revolution, by the elder revolutionary representatives, such as Liu Zhidan, Xi Zhongxun and Xie Zichang and other bravery soldiers, who put forward creatively combination the red political power theory and practice of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base, also combine the struggle practice of guerrilla warfare and creating the revolutionary border base. They persist in the armed-separatist-ideology of workers and peasants, founded the South beam as the center of the revolutionary base successfully, uniting with the Northern Shaanxi revolutionary base into the northwest revolution base ultimately. The establishment of the Shanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base not only created a new situation in the revolutionary struggle in the northwest region, but also provided the basis for the Central Committee of the party and the Red Army, provided the material guarantee for the Party Central Committee put China revolutionary base on the northwest and accumulated precious historical experience.

The Basic Guarantee for Establishment and Development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Bases
Shanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base was the earliest revolutionary base area for the Communist Party of China in the northwest region, and also an important component part of the revolutionary base areas of the Communist Party of china. Shanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base created a new situation in the revolutionary struggle in the northwest region, and created the necessary conditions for the Party Central Committee to put the focus of our revolution on the northwest.

Jinggangshan Revolutionary Road, Guerrilla Warfare and Armed-separatist of Workers and Peasants are the Strategic Foundation for the Establishment and Development of the Revolutionary Base.
After the failure of the great revolution, Liu Zhidan, Xi Zhongxun and Xie Zichang, the representatives of the Communist Party of China, organized and led more than 70 armed uprisings and the mutinies in the border areas of Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia. Owing to the great disparity between the enemy and the red army in quantity, especially the influence of Wang Ming’s “left” opportunism made most of the struggles failed. The painful lessons of armed uprisings and Crops
work made them gradually realized the importance significance of setting up the armed-separatist in
workers and peasants, carrying out guerrilla warfare and establishing the revolutionary border base.
Therefore, from the beginning of 1931, according to Mao Zedong’s “armed-separatist-ideology in
workers and peasants”, they set up armed revolution actively, carried out guerrilla warfare widely,
created red political power, set up the new Red Army and Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Soviet task\[1\].
After three years’ extremely hard and bitter struggle, they finally established the South beam as the
center of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base. The establishment of the
Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base created a new situation in the northwest revolutionary struggle,
and made the land revolutionary struggle a reliable base for the battle, and made the land revolution in
Northwest China develop rapidly. The establishment of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base was
a vivid expression of Mao Zedong's theory of red political power in the old revolutionary base areas of
Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia provinces, and was a successful practice of adhering to the Jinggangshan
Revolutionary Road.

Developing Revolutionary Armed Forces Comprehensively and Making full use of the role of
people were the military foundations for the establishment and development of revolutionary
dases.

The twenty-sixth army of Chinese Red Army was the first regular Red Army which was
established for the Red Army guerrilla forces in the northwest region of Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia
borders base. The Red Army guerrillas was led by Liu Zhidan, Xie Zichang and other communist
leaders, who crushed the military encirclement of the Kuomintang, carried out the guerrilla warfare
widely, adopt flexible strategy and tactics to develop the revolutionary armed forces of the revolution,
and lay a solid foundation for the establishment and development of the revolutionary base. By the
end of 1934, the Red Army guerrillas expanded to more than 3000 people, the red guards developed to
more than 4000 people. With the continuous growing of the armed forces, the Red Army weapons had
been improved greatly, the quality of political and military technology had been improved greatly,
which had become the basis to create and develop a strong foundation. Mao Zedong pointed out, "the
revolutionary war is a war for the masses, and only by mobilizing the masses can we carry out war. Only
by relying on the masses can we carry out war.  \[2\]" In guerrilla warfare, the government of
Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base led local masses to support the battle front and carried out the
logistic service actively. The people in the revolutionary bases provided great support for the
revolutionary contingent in manpower, material and financial resources, making the establishment
and development of border base constantly mature and improve.

Adhering to the Agrarian Revolution and Meeting the most Pressing Needs of the Peasants were
the Masses Basis for the Establishment and Development of the Border Bases.

In the course of the establishment of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base, they still persist in
the land revolution. As early as before the establishment of the government of the southern Liang
Dynasty, the land revolution was carried out according to local tyrants and peasants. After the
establishment of the government of the southern Liang Dynasty, the Chinese Soviet government
formulated a series of laws and regulations on land revolution, and organized and launched the
revolutionary agrarian revolutionary struggle for the people in the border base. Finally, people of the
border base eliminated the feudal exploitation system, met the urgent needs of farmers on the land,
and mobilized the enthusiasm of the people's revolution, and made their own fundamental interests be
closely combined with the consolidation and development of the border bases. They also participated
in the revolutionary armed forces actively and support the Revolutionary War resolutely to lay the
solid mass foundation for the establishment and development of the revolutionary bases. In order to
consolidate and develop of the revolutionary base, the Party and government of the border base
carried out the agrarian revolution, they sum seriously up experiences and lessons, strengthened the
construction of the political, economy, military, culture. They also formulated and implemented a
series of policies and regulations to promote the development of the border base. All these measures
were taken by local government to consolidate and develop the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base.
**Upholding the Leadership of the Party and Overcoming the Erroneous Ideology of Left Adventurism were the Ideological Basis for the Establishment and Development of the Revolutionary Base.**

In the construction of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base, because of the influence of Wang Ming’s left adventurism ideology, Liu Zhidan, Xie Zichang and other comrades repeatedly excluded, and made the new temple village in Zhengning base and later created Zhaojin base to be lost. In the revolutionary struggle for the establishment of border base, comrade Liu Zhidan, Xi Zhongxun and Xie Zichang gradually realized the dangers of "left" and "right" mistakes, and resolutely resisted and fought against them. They adhere to the correct leadership of the Communist Party of China. From the specific practice of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base, they made the guerrilla warfare combine with the establishment of the revolutionary base, finally created the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base, and gradually developed into the northwest revolution base. The process of creation the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base indicated that only adhere to the party's leadership, adhere to the implementation of the party's political, economic, ideological and cultural route, and to overcome all sorts of wrong ideas from inside and outside the party constantly, can the revolutionary forces be grown, can the revolutionary base be created and developed.

**The Contemporary Value for Establishment and Development of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Bases**

The creation and development of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base was the inheritance and development of carrying out the armed-separatist of workers and peasants after the defeat of the great revolution. It was an important part of the great struggle of the rural revolutionary base in the Agrarian Revolutionary War, which not only occupied an important position in the northwest of revolutionary history, but also had a far-reaching influence on the Chinese revolution. In another word, it had and will have the epoch-making historical significance.

**Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base was the earliest successful practice in the northwest region for Mao Zedong’s ideology of the armed-separatist of workers and peasants. It created a new situation in the northwest revolutionary struggle and wrote a glorious page in Chinese revolutionary history.**

The communist party of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base finished the great transform of revolutionary struggles from organizing the armed uprisings to carrying out guerrilla warfare and creating the revolutionary bases. After the failure of the great revolution, Liu Zhidan, Xie Zichang, Xi Zhongxun and other older generations of revolutionaries, organized and launched a series of Crops work in the revolutionary bases. They determined to take the road of armed-separatist of workers and peasants. From the beginning of 1931, they established the South beam guerrillas, the Red Army guerrillas, Chinese Red Army of twenty-sixth army and other armed revolutions in the border areas. They carried out the guerrilla warfare extensively and made the revolutionary struggles in the border bases enter into a new stage of the armed-separatist of workers and peasants. In the remote border bases, the development of the twenty-sixth army and the creation of the revolutionary bases would be strengthened rapidly.

The establishment and development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base promoted the new development of the revolutionary struggle in the Northwest region. With the creation of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary armed forces and carrying out the guerrilla warfare quickly, Communist Party of China established the Temple village revolutionary base in 1932, and created the Zhaojin revolutionary base in1933, established the South beam revolutionary base formally in 1934, the revolutionary struggles of the Northwest developed to a new period. [5] In the development of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base, the main forces of the red twenty-six army were dispatched three times to support and coordinate the guerrilla warfare in Northern Shaanxi and the creation of revolutionary base areas. In 1935, the Soviet Union government of Northern Shaanxi was
formally established, and the twenty-seventh Red Army of Northern Shaanxi was established. The revolutionary struggles in the northwest region were launched widely.

The establishment and development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base laid a good foundation for the formation of the northwest borders. The revolutionary base was created in guerrilla warfare, developed in the struggle against the "encirclement and suppression" campaign, and grew steadily in the struggle against the armed-separatist of workers and peasants. In March 1935, the Kuomintang exerted the second military campaigns to the communist party of Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia revolutionary base. The special committee of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia and Northern Shaanxi had the emergency meeting to found the CPC Northwest Working Committee and Northwest Military Commission to unify lead all the party work, unified command the twenty-sixth army, twenty-seventh army and other local guerrilla combat work, concentrated on the main force of the Red Army to compose the main northwest composition corps. After the struggle against "encirclement and suppression" started, the northwest main force of the Red Army Corps seized the opportunity and annihilated most of the enemies in the movement, and the communist party which led by Liu Zhidan liberated 5 towns of Dingbian, Yanchuan, Jingbian, Ansai and Baoan, united the relationships of two areas. They developed more than twenty counties of Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia provinces to be a large Red area, thus formed the northwest revolutionary base, and become the Northwest Revolutionary banner.[4]

The Establishment and Development of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base Provided the Solid Foothold, and Created the Necessary Guarantee for the CPC Central Committee Make the Northwest Areas to be the Revolutionary Camp, Greatly Promoted the Formation of the Anti-Japanese National United Front, and Laid a Solid Foundation for the Victory of the national.

The establishment and development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base had seriously attacked the forces of the Kuomintang in the northwest region, and opened the prelude officially to the northwest Agrarian Revolutionary war. At this time, because of the Wang Ming’s Left-adventurism and enemy troops’ encirclement-and-suppression, Central Soviet Area and southern revolutionary base was captured. The formation and development of the revolutionary base restricted the firepower of Kuomintang army and supported strongly for the Red Army Long March. They created the necessary guarantee for the CPC Central Committee make the northwest areas to be the revolutionary camp, greatly promoted the formation of the anti-Japanese national united front, and laid a solid foundation for the victory of the national.

On September 27, 1935, the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the Shanganning –detachments of Red Army in the long march arrived at Tongwei town, Bangluo county of Gansu province. The central leaderships had learned about the concrete reality of the revolution base and analyzed current situation of the revolution. They had the executive meeting of the CPC Central Committee Political Bureau in the evening of that day, and made the decision of transforming the CPC Central Committee and the main force of the Red Army from the Southern areas to the northwest of the Anti-Japanese War. They realized the turning-point from the failure of the fifth counter battle "encirclement and suppression" to a new stage of the Anti-Japanese War. Since then, Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia revolutionary base was the new headquarters of the CPC Central Committee, which was the starting-point of the Anti-Japanese War and the important base of liberation the northwest. It also made a major contribution to the final victory of Chinese revolutions.

The Establishment and Development of Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base Leaves the Valuable Wealth to the People of the old Border Bases, the People of the Whole Country, and even to the People of the Whole World, and Becomes the Motive Force and Spiritual Source for us to Walk Forward.

The establishment and development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base not only wrote a brilliant chapter in the history of the northwest revolution in Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia, but also played a significant role in the Chinese revolutionary history. The revolutionary history of establishment and development Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base not only has important reference for the socialist construction, but also has the great significance for the ideological.
education, spreading the traditional culture. Especially the entrepreneurial spirit and noble quality they showed in the establishment and development have been the national spirit and value of the modern times and will be the spiritual pillar and power source of prompting all the socialist constructions forever.

In the establishment and development of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border base, many outstanding communist parties and the Red Army soldiers showed their bravery revolutionary spirit fighting for the final victory of the revolution. The brilliant performance what they created was and will be remembered by all the communist party and all the Chinese people. The noble spirit of revolutionary martyrs loyal to the party, loyal to the revolutionary cause, loyal to the people is our spiritual wealth for generations. This spirit will inspire us to strive all the lives for the construction and development of the old revolutionary areas and the socialist modernization.

**Summary**

In conclusion, Jinggangshan revolutionary road, guerrilla warfare and armed-separatist of workers and peasants were the strategic guarantee. Developing revolutionary armed forces comprehensively and making full use of the role of people were the military guarantee. Adhering to the agrarian revolution and meeting the most pressing needs of the peasants were the masses guarantee. Upholding the leadership of the party and overcoming the erroneous ideology of left adventurism were the ideological guarantee. Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia revolutionary base was the earliest successful practice in the northwest region for Mao Zedong’s ideology of the armed-separatist of workers and peasants. It created a new situation in the northwest revolutionary struggle and wrote a glorious page in Chinese revolutionary history. It also promoted the formation of the anti-Japanese national united front, and laid a solid foundation for the victory of Chinese revolution.
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